Southern Utah Magic

Explore other-worldly beauty...
Package includes hotel for 2 nights with full
board, airport transfer and hand-picked
activities based on 2 guests. Availability
subject to change.

Camp Sarika
A short drive from Amangiri, Camp Sarika seems truly
set apart from the rest of the world, a place where the
sense of connection to nature is much stronger than the
ties to modern city life. Experience a new frontier, an
atmosphere characterised by community and peace,
with yoga and meditation sessions held outside in an
environment of soul-stirring natural beauty.
Room category: Desert View Suite
Bedding: King

January 8th- 10th, 2021 (2 nights)

Desert View Suite
The 93m2 (1,000 sq.ft) Desert View
Suites offer sweeping views of the desert
and Grand Staircase-Escalante National
Park in the distance.
Inclusions: Breakfast, lunch and dinner for
two guests per suite (Inclusive of nonalcoholic beverages)

Canyon Point

Private tour with Yermo of
Buckskin Gulch & White Pocket
The Experience: According to the Bureau of Land
Management ('BLM') website, Buckskin Gulch is 16
miles long (around 26 km) from the Buckskin
Trailhead to the Paria Canyon and over 500 feet
(around 150m) deep at its confluence with the Paria
River. There are places in the Buckskin where you are
able to touch both canyon walls at the same time. It
was voted one the top 10 hikes in the world by
National Geographic Adventure Magazine a few years
back.
White Pocket is a place so remote and amazingly
unique that it can feel like you have stepped into
another realm where geology decided to bend the
rules. White Pocket can appear visually breathtaking
while leaving the viewer somewhat perplexed. I have
watched people put a hand on their mouth and
exclaim: "I don't believe it, how is it possible?" This is
one of those places to which pictures do not always
do justice.
*8.30 AM pick up for a 10h-14h tour

Private Monument Valley Air
tour
The Experience: Monument Valley is perhaps the
most famous example of the classic American West
landscape, located within the Navajo Nation on the
border of Arizona and Utah. The valley has been the
backdrop for numerous western movies, ranging
from the films of John Wayne to Back to the Future
3 and Forrest Gump.
The valley has wide a assortment of vegetation
including, Juniper trees, yucca, Russian thistle
(Tumbleweed) and Navajo Tea to name just a few.
Much of the vegetation is still used by the Navajos
for medicinal purposes, and as dyes for their world
famous hand-woven rugs.
Duration: About 1 hour 45 minutes
Includes: Flight over Lake Powell, Rainbow Bridge
and Monument Valley

Discover Native American culture
with a Navajo Native, Lorenz, in
Monument Valley

The Experience: Our Navajo guide, Lorenz,
invites you to take part in their history, their
cuisine, their everyday lives and learn about
their culture. This is one of those experiences
that would very easily change your life. A
cultural encounter like no other.
During this tour you will experience the
culture and lifestyle of the Native American
way as well as see the petroglyphs and spend
time with local wild white horses.
(Transportation by helicopter)

Private Air Tour of the
Arizona Highlights

The Experience: It has been the location of many
Hollywood movies, and now you can experience the
beauty of Lake Powell, America's second-largest manmade lake. Lake Powell has been the backdrop to
many commercials with its iconic landscape, and you
will understand why once you have viewed the deep
turquoise water of Lake Powell against these
extraordinary rock-formations in their different
shades of red and white.
Your flight will take you over Wahweap Bay and
marina, home to hundreds of houseboats, then
continue over Antelope Island, past Castle Rock to
Alstrom Point. If you were to take this route by land,
the journey to Alstrom Point requires several hours of
off-road driving. We will take you there aboard a
luxurious helicopter with air-conditioning and
panoramic windows, perfect for talking those
spectacular selfies to post later. Gunsight Butte will
be the next vantage point on this sightseeing
excursion, in the shape of a lighthouse, it has become
a key landmark for the boaters on Lake Powell.
Duration: 45-50 min

Private Air tour of Bryce
Canyon & Zion

The Experience: Fly with one of the most trusted names
in the industry, we’ve been flying guests on daily tours
since
1965, and with three exclusive landing sites on the floor
of the canyon, the immersive experience we offer is
unrivaled by any other tour company.
Zion National Park encompasses some of the most scenic
canyon country in the United States. The North Fork of
the Virgin River has carved a spectacular gorge in the
park called the Zion Narrows. The canyon walls in some
places rise 2,000-3,000 feet above the canyon floor.
Bryce Canyon is a wonder that gets seen by thousands
of people every year, but there are few who get to see it
from the sky. Aerial tours of Bryce is the only way to see
it this way and trust us when we say that you won’t ever
forget that feeling of witnessing one of the most
beautiful national parks from the air.
Duration: About 1 hour 40 minutes.
Scenic flight includes: Air tour over Lake Powell, Glen
Canyon Dam, Bryce and Zion National Parks

Private Bryce Canyon Air &
Ground tour

The Experience: Bryce Canyon is a wonder
that gets seen by thousands of people every
year, but there are few who get to see it from
the sky. See the entirety of Bryce in all of it’s
glory before you is an experience that few can
compete with. Aerial tours of Bryce is the only
way to see it this way and trust us when we
say that you won’t ever forget that feeling of
witnessing one of the most beautiful national
parks from the air.
Duration: Around 4.5 hours
Scenic flight includes: Private guided ground
tour of around 3 hours. Air tour over Lake
Powell, Glen Canyon and Bryce Canyon

Private Grand Canyon Air
Tour
The Experience: This exhilarating helicopter tour
is the perfect addition to any Grand Canyon
getaway! Set off from the air terminal near Grand
Canyon Village and over the Kaibab National
Forest, across the deepest and widest part of the
South Rim. From the sky, you'll see where the
geography is at its most diverse - and nearly a
mile deep. Enjoy breathtaking views as you fly
over the mighty Colorado River towards the
canyon's North Rim. You'll also see rock
formations like the Tower of Ra and Vishnu Schist
as you fly back through the Dragon Corridor
before touching back down at the helipad.
Duration: About 1.5 hours

Private Grand Canyon Air &
Ground Tour
The Experience: Venture off the beaten path on a
Grand Canyon getaway that skips the crowded tourist
spots! Begin your day with complimentary hotel pickup from Las Vegas to the nearby air terminal. Board
your aircraft and set off over Hoover Dam, Lake Mead,
and the Colorado River before reaching the heart of the
Grand Canyon. Each airplane is specifically designed for
sightseeing and feature high wings for viewing and an
air-conditioned cabin.
Upon landing at Bar 10 Ranch, you’ll embark on an allterrain Polaris Ranger tour through Whitmore Canyon
and Lake Mead Recreation Area to the rim of the Grand
Canyon. You'll find exciting and unique vantage points
at this section of the canyon, including a breathtaking
sheer drop of over half a mile. This rugged area also
features an abundance of wildlife and local critters. A
homemade barbecue lunch will be awaiting guests back
at Bar 10 Ranch after the tour.
Duration: About 4.5 hours
Includes: private guided ground tour, duration approx
2.5 hours) & aerial tour
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